The collective representation of visual space in high resolution visual pathways was explored by simultaneously measuring the receptive fields of hundreds of ON and OFF midget and parasol ganglion cells in isolated primate retina. As expected, the receptive fields of all four cell types formed regular mosaics uniformly tiling the visual scene. Surprisingly, comparison of all four mosaics revealed that the overlap of neighboring receptive fields was nearly identical, for both the excitatory center and inhibitory surround components of the receptive field. These observations contrast sharply with the large differences in the dendritic overlap between the parasol and midget cell populations, revealing a surprising lack of correspondence between the anatomical and functional architecture in the dominant circuits of the primate retina.
Introduction
Populations of sensory neurons encode information collectively, and a fundamental aspect of the population code is signal redundancy: the degree to which features of sensory space are represented by more than one neuron. In the mammalian retina, ϳ20 types of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) sample visual space (Dacey, 2004; Yamada et al., 2005) , and each cell type forms a lattice of regularly spaced receptive fields (RFs) that overlap their neighbors to a greater or lesser degree (Peichl and Wässle, 1979; Devries and Baylor, 1997; Segev et al., 2006; van Wyk et al., 2006) . Greater RF overlap implies greater signal redundancy in the neural encoding (Puchalla et al., 2005; Segev et al., 2006) , which may be valuable for downstream computations that are sensitive to noise, but could also produce a less efficient neural representation. In the primate visual system, anatomical and physiological studies have yielded conflicting predictions about the degree of signal redundancy in the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways, which provide the highest-resolution visual signals to the brain and are a major focus of current research.
Anatomical findings suggest a substantial difference in the signal redundancy of parasol and midget retinal ganglion cells (Polyak, 1941; Watanabe and Rodieck, 1989) , which form the dominant input to the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways, respectively (Leventhal et al., 1981; Perry and Cowey, 1981; Perry et al., 1984; Dacey and Brace, 1992) . The dendritic fields (DFs) of parasol cells overlap extensively, while midget cell DFs exhibit no overlap (Dacey and Brace, 1992; Dacey and Petersen, 1992; Dacey, 1993) , as depicted in Figure 1 A. If the RFs of these populations exhibited a correspondingly large difference in overlap, parasol cells would sample the visual scene with high signal redundancy, while midget cells would provide more independent samples, perhaps reflecting their distinct roles in visual function (Livingstone and Hubel, 1988) .
A conflicting prediction arises from physiological measurements in rabbit retina. One study (DeVries and Baylor, 1997) revealed nearly identical RF overlap in a variety of different ganglion cell types (see also Borghuis et al., 2008) (but see van Wyk et al., 2006) . This finding suggests that a single degree of signal redundancy can satisfy a range of visual processing requirements. In principle, parasol and midget cells could also exhibit a common degree of signal redundancy, despite their substantial anatomical differences and different roles in vision. Although the RF structure of individual parasol and midget cells has been examined previously (Croner and Kaplan, 1995) (see also Lee, 1996) , the RF overlap of these important RGC populations has not.
We examined the collective representation of visual space in populations of parasol and midget ganglion cells by applying large-scale electrophysiological recordings to isolated peripheral primate retina (Litke et al., 2004; Frechette et al., 2005) . Within the regular mosaic formed by each cell type, ON and OFF midget and parasol cells exhibited nearly identical RF overlap, in both the center and surround components of the RF. Thus, retinal circuitry precisely compensates for striking differences in morphol-ogy, producing a common functional organization in the parvocellular and magnocellular pathways.
Materials and Methods
Preparation and recording. Retinas were obtained and recorded as described previously (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; . Briefly, eyes were enucleated from terminally anesthetized macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta, Macaca fascicularis) from several sources in accordance with institutional guidelines for the care and use of animals. Immediately after enucleation, the anterior portion of the eye and vitreous were removed in room light. Following a dark incubation period, patches of peripheral retina were isolated from the pigment epithelium and placed flat, RGC side down, on a planar array of 512 extracellular microelectrodes covering an area 1890 ϫ 900 m. During recording, the retina was kept at 33-35°C and was perfused with Ames' solution bubbled with 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 , pH 7.4.
Raw voltage recordings were analyzed off-line to isolate spikes from single cells, as described previously . Briefly, candidate spikes were detected using a threshold on each electrode, and the voltage waveform on the reference and nearby electrodes was saved. Spikes were clustered based on waveform shape, and clusters were identified as candidate neurons if they exhibited a refractory period and an average spike rate Ͼ1 Hz. Duplicate recordings of the same cell were identified by temporal cross-correlation and removed.
RF characterization. RFs were mapped as described previously (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; . Briefly, the optically reduced image of a gamma-corrected cathode ray tube computer display (Sony Multiscan E100) refreshing at 120 Hz was focused on the photoreceptor outer segments, and low photopic intensity was achieved using neutral density filters in the light path. A white noise stimulus was presented, consisting of a lattice of squares (pixels), each flickering randomly and independently at 30 or 120 Hz (Chichilnisky, 2001) , with the intensities of the red, green, and blue display phosphors varying independently. The contrast of this stimulus for each of the three display phosphors was 96% (SD of modulation divided by mean intensity), and the side lengths of individual pixels varied from 30 to 60 m. The RF of each recorded cell was mapped by computing the spike-triggered average (STA) stimulus during the white noise presentation (Rieke et al., 1997; Chichilnisky, 2001) .
RFs were summarized by fitting with a parametric model. The model consisted of the product of three profiles: spatial, temporal, and chromatic (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002) . The temporal profile was a difference of low-pass filters. The spatial profile consisted of a difference of two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian functions. The chromatic profile was the relative weighting of the three monitor phosphors. Surrounds were relatively weak, so could not be fitted individually in a robust manner. However, on average, the STA spatial profile was well described by a fit in which the radius of the surround was twice that of the center. Thus, the following procedure was used to fit the spatial profile. A single twodimensional Gaussian was fitted to the STA of each cell, generating a rough estimate of receptive field (RF) center location and radius. An inhibitory surround was then introduced, and the fit was reoptimized over all remaining parameters, with the surround radius constrained to be twice the center radius. Several parameters of the fit were extracted to visualize RF extent: the location of the Gaussian fit center, the SDs along the major and minor axes, and the angle of the major axis. These parameters defined an ellipse for each cell that represented the 1 SD contour of the Gaussian fit [that is, the contour level at which the sensitivity profile achieved a value of exp(Ϫ1/2) relative to its peak]. In figures, RF outlines are represented using this contour.
Cell type classification and identification. The morphological type of recorded cells was determined using a two-step procedure, as described previously (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; . Briefly, cells were first grouped into functional cell classes based on their light response properties. Correspondences between functional classes and morphological types were determined by density and light response properties. This procedure definitively identified the ON and OFF parasol and midget cells in each recording.
Coverage. Anatomical coverage of dendritic fields is usually defined as the average number of cells sampling any given point in visual space. In the case of RFs approximated by Gaussian fits, the RF extent is not well defined, so overlap was analyzed using the normalized nearest neighbor distance (NNND). For a given cell, the NNND is given by 2 R/( 1 ϩ 2 ), where R is the distance between the Gaussian fit center points of each cell and its nearest neighbor in the mosaic, and 1 and 2 are SDs of the fits measured along the line connecting the center points. Thus, for nearest neighbors that just touch at the 1 SD contour, the NNND is 2. Note that the NNND is large when overlap is small, and vice versa. This representation has the advantages of being closely related to a standard anatomical measure (NND) and allowing for unbiased comparison of overlap in cell types with different absolute sizes.
A control analysis verified that the estimate of the NNND was not affected by different pixel sizes. In one preparation, RFs were measured using several pixel sizes (96, 60, and 18 m per pixel), and the NNND was computed for the ON and OFF parasol cells and ON midget cells. Within each cell type, the modal NNND value varied by Ͻ12% across the three pixel sizes, demonstrating that pixel size did not significantly affect the NNND.
RF profiles. The average RF profile of neighboring cells was computed separately for each mosaic in several steps. First, the spatial part of the RF was obtained by applying singular value decomposition to STA frames in which the contrast intensity was at least 20% of the peak contrast (usually 30 -80 ms before the spike). Second, the center point of each spatial RF was estimated by taking the center of mass of all pixels with amplitude at least half that of the highest amplitude pixel. Third, the amplitude of each STA was scaled so that the central region of the STA had unit variance. The central region was the circle centered on the center of mass with a radius of 3 times the nearest neighbor spacing. Fourth, the line connecting each cell to its nearest neighbor was computed. Along this line, absolute distance was normalized so that the nearest neighbor was exactly 1 unit away. Fifth, the RF amplitude of the reference cell and its nearest neighbor at each pixel along the nearest neighbor line were extracted. Thus the RF intensity was a continuously valued function with a staircase shape representing the distinct pixels in the RF. Finally, the RF profiles were averaged for all reference cells. The amplitude was normalized so that the variance over the range shown in Figure 3 had unit variance.
Results

Receptive field mosaics of parasol and midget cells
Light responses of hundreds of retinal ganglion cells were simultaneously recorded in isolated segments of macaque monkey retina. The receptive field (RF) of each cell was identified using reverse correlation with a white noise stimulus (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002) . Cells were identified as ON and OFF parasol and midget based on their light response properties and density . To visualize RFs, the center component was extracted from a difference of Gaussians fit to the spatial sensitivity profile (see Materials and Methods) (Rodieck, 1965) . The RF center was represented graphically by the 1 SD contour of the Gaussian fit (Devries and Baylor, 1997) . This representation is arbitrary and does not reveal the full extent of the RF, however, it permits a meaningful comparison of RFs of different cell types. Figure 1 , B and C, shows the RF centers of simultaneously recorded ON and OFF parasol and midget cells from two preparations. As expected from previous work (Dacey and Brace, 1992; Dacey, 1993; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Frechette et al., 2005; , the RFs of each cell type formed a regularly spaced lattice, or mosaic. The complete mosaic structure indicates that, over some regions of retina, all or nearly all cells of each type were recorded. This complete sampling is essential for reliably measuring the signal redundancy in each cell type.
Overlap of neighboring receptive field centers
Visual inspection of Figure 1 , B and C, suggests that parasol and midget RFs exhibit similar RF overlap: the RFs of all four cell types abut their neighbors at approximately the 1 SD contour shown by the outlines. Note that this observation does not imply no RF overlap: a substantial fraction of the RF lies outside the 1 SD contour. However, the similar pattern across cell types suggests equal overlap.
This suggestion was confirmed quantitatively by measuring the spacing of cells in each mosaic, relative to the size of the RFs. The distance between neighboring RF centers was divided by the equivalent RF radius, producing a normalized nearest neighbor distance (NNND; see Materials and Methods) (Devries and Baylor, 1997) . For a mosaic with high (low) overlap, the NNND will be small (large). When neighboring RFs just touch at the 1 SD contour, the NNND value is 2. Thus, the observed overlap is a consistent feature that is independent of absolute RF size.
Overlap of neighboring receptive field profiles
The above results were confirmed over the entire extent of the RF, including the inhibitory surround, by directly examining light sensitivity profiles. For each reference cell, light sensitivity was measured along the line connecting the RF center to that of the nearest neighbor in the mosaic, producing two spatial profiles: one for the reference cell, and one for the neighbor. The reference and neighbor profiles were averaged across every reference cell in the mosaic. These profiles were normalized to focus on profile shape independently of absolute size, spacing, and sensitivity (see Materials and Methods). Figure 3A shows the resulting average neighbor profiles for ON and OFF parasol and midget cells from the preparation of Figure 1C . All four cell types exhibited nearly identical overlap in neighbor profiles, though the ON parasol cells exhibited a slightly flatter peak, and, as in Figure 2C , ON cells exhibited slightly greater overlap. The closely overlaying profiles confirm that RF overlap is nearly equal in all four cell types. Unlike the parametric analysis above, this analysis also shows the contribution of the inhibitory RF surrounds, which overlaid closely. Similar results were observed in a second preparation (Fig. 3B) . retinal circuitry precisely counteracts substantial differences in the dendritic overlap in these populations, producing a highly uniform functional organization in the magnocellular and parvocellular visual pathways.
Discussion
Functional versus anatomical overlap
The striking discrepancy between structure and function distinguishes the present study from previous work on RGC populations for which less anatomical information is available (Devries and Baylor, 1997; Segev et al., 2006; van Wyk et al., 2006; Borghuis et al., 2008) . Parasol cell DFs overlap substantially, while midget cell DFs overlap little or not at all (Dacey and Brace, 1992; Dacey and Petersen, 1992; Dacey, 1993) (Fig. 1 A) . Therefore, the present results imply that the relationship between RF and DF is not universal, but is unique to each cell type. This fact presumably reflects the diversity of the bipolar and amacrine cell circuits contacting each RGC type , an issue that has been raised but not resolved in previous studies of the relation between RF and DF structure Wässle, 1981, 1983; Yang and Masland, 1994; Brown et al., 2000) . For example, the relatively larger size of bipolar cell RFs in the midget pathway (Dacey et al., 2000) could help explain the similarity of overlap in the midget and parasol populations.
Signal redundancy in parallel visual pathways
Previous work presents a complex picture of RF overlap and signal redundancy in different RGC types. The first direct measurement of RF overlap revealed striking homogeneity among several RGC types in the rabbit retina (Devries and Baylor, 1997) , and provided a theoretical suggestion that this degree of overlap could be optimal for many RGC types (see also Borghuis et al., 2008) . However, several subsequent studies questioned this conclusion by demonstrating that RF overlap varies significantly across different cell types. One study ( showed that the densest cell type of the rabbit retina exhibits much higher RF overlap than originally reported (Devries and Baylor, 1997) . Another recent study in primate retina showed that ON parasol cells have slightly higher RF overlap than small bistratified cells , which exhibit a distinctive bistratified dendritic morphology and color-opponent light responses. In the larval tiger salamander, RF overlap seems to vary for different RGC types (Segev et al., 2006) , though cell type classification in this species is less certain. Theoretical work has also suggested that the optimal degree of RF overlap can depend on factors unique to each cell type (Vincent and Baddeley, 2003; Vincent et al., 2005) . Finally, no previous studies have systematically characterized the shape of center and surround profiles in simultaneously recorded populations of RGCs. While the present results do not provide a unified view of how or why signal redundancy varies across cell types, they unambiguously demonstrate nearly identical redundancy in the dominant visual pathways of primate retina, both in the center and surround of the RF. This result is somewhat surprising in light of the distinct functional roles of the two pathways. Neurons in the magnocellular and parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), which receive predominantly parasol and midget inputs, respectively (Leventhal et al., 1981; Perry and Cowey, 1981; Perry et al., 1984; Dacey and Brace, 1992) , exhibit very different projections to visual cortex and systematically different response properties (Merigan and Maunsell, 1993; Callaway, 2005) . The visual signals carried by these two pathways are thought to mediate largely distinct visual functions, such as perception of change and motion, or fine spatial detail and color, respectively (Livingstone and Hubel, 1988) . The unique functions of these pathways begin to emerge in the distinct light response properties of midget and parasol cells (Lee et al., 1989a,b; De Monasterio and Gouras, 1975; Kaplan and Shapley, 1986; Benardete et al., 1992; Troy and Lee, 1994; Croner and Kaplan, 1995) . In principle, the different functions of the magnocellular and parvocellular pathways could demand different degrees of signal redundancy in the underlying RGC signals. Instead, the striking similarity suggests that the two high-density pathways may share a common functional requirement, such as the need to efficiently encode visual information in a limited number of optic nerve fibers, and that the observed redundancy may optimally satisfy this requirement.
Future
An important caveat to the present findings is that RF overlap could vary with light level. All the present data were gathered at low photopic light levels (cone-dominated signaling). Different results could hold at scotopic light levels [rod-dominated signaling (Barlow et al., 1957) ], because of the distinct circuitry that conveys rod signals to RGCs (Kolb and Famiglietti, 1974; Bloomfield and Dacheux, 2001) , and because of the distinct functional requirements in conditions where the visual signal is limited by quantum fluctuations in photon absorption (Field et al., 2005) .
A perplexing problem is how developmental mechanisms produce homogeneous functional organization in the parasol and midget cells despite their structural differences. Clearly, the mechanisms responsible for dendrite growth must operate differently in the two populations. The fact that these mechanisms are precisely counterbalanced with other elements of retinal circuitry, producing nearly identical RF overlap and profiles, suggests that development of RGC mosaics may be governed by the functional outcome, and thus may rely partly on visual experience (Feller and Scanziani, 2005; Hooks and Chen, 2007; White and Fitzpatrick, 2007) . A, For each cell type, the average RF profiles of a cell and its nearest neighbor were computed directly by interpolation of the spatial receptive field (see Materials and Methods). Distance and amplitude were normalized to focus on the RF profile shape independently of absolute size, spacing, and sensitivity. Distance between centers (vertical bars) was normalized for each pair of nearest neighbors (see Materials and Methods). Sensitivity was normalized to have the same variance across cell types (see Materials and Methods). Data are from the preparation shown in Figure 1C . B, Same as A, from a second preparation (temporal equivalent eccentricity 9 mm).
